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VISION

VISION

Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel
Unveils Restyling Of Enel's
Historic HQ In Rome
International architecture and
design firm Antonio Citterio Patricia
Viel (ACPV) unveils the restyling of
historic HQ of Italian multinational
energy company ENEL, in Rome.
The intervention by ACPV
reimagines a building from the
1960s, rewriting it with completely
different functional principles that
realign it with the work needs
of tomorrow - having corporate
welfare, urban regeneration,
innovation and sustainability at
the heart of the project. The
redevelopment covers a total
area of 80,000 sqm with a project
designed to increase people's

well-being through modern and
comfortable workspaces, and
enhance agile working.
The lighting and air conditioning
systems will guarantee the highest
levels of comfort, while spaces will
be distributed to increase people’s
well-being through the alternation
of work environments and indoor
and outdoor green spaces. A
gym will also be added to the
existing facilities that include a
kindergarten, dining areas, and an
auditorium.

Working on the redevelopment of the historic Enel headquarters in Rome, ACPV's
intervention brings to life a “building-city”, composed of towers that are harmonised
by the newly found transparency of the building envelope. The glass of the new façade
invites the eye to leap between architecture and the surrounding vegetation. The new
headquarters will be built by applying innovative principles of bioclimatic, sustainable and
biophilic design. A digital model (BIM) was used for the design, which collects and renders
information and 3D representations of the project’s entire life cycle, allowing for a more
efficient and sustainable management both of the construction site and the building.
www.citterio-viel.com
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Anything But PLAIN, H2R Design
Designs A Fresh New Handcrafted
Dessert Concept In City Centre Mirdif

H2R Design worked on the design and fit out of PLAIN, a new handcrafted
dessert concept homegrown in the UAE. Located in City Centre Mirdif, the new
unit in the mall was designed to create a space that celebrates the combination
of high-quality desserts in a tranquil ambience, within a unique and uplifting
experience. The Brief: - The aim was to create a clean yet attractive aesthetic
that would complement PLAIN’s wide range of flavours and desserts, while still
allowing the products to stand out. H2R Design was asked to develop the brand
identity and interiors harmoniously, (a task that was carried out by the in-house
branding and design team). The design studio translated the brief holistically,
creating a neutral expression allowing all the creative and wonderful dessert
offerings to appear as anything but plain.
The inspiration and mood of the concept can be defined as a monochromatic neutral space,
with hints of soft colours and touches of warmth from timber furniture and panelling on some
joinery items. The overall theme is tonal and understated yet fresh. H2R Design created a simple
and sophisticated logo with clean typography paired with a playful personality that is evident
through the pastel colour palette. This has become the brands main identifier and general tone
of voice. Custom line illustrations were also introduced, giving the brand a harmonious balance
between elegance and play. H2R Design studied the depths of PLAIN to design a space that
truly reflected its identity. The research uncovered the concept's origins, stemming as a place
to serve Japanese desserts. This automatically led to the design embracing a more minimal and
tranquil approach. However, the concept had to be more unique than that, it needed an identity
for itself. Researching the menu offerings, H2R Design incorporated tones that were inspired by
the desserts.
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For example, the toppings on top of the
kakigori (a shaved ice dessert), added
a splash of colour to the otherwise plain
coloured sweet and the honey toast and
pancakes having beige and off-white tones.
This led to a neutral on the outside, a
surprise on the inside approach for PLAIN's
whole design conceptualisation. There is
alignment from the entrance all the way to
the counter at the back, framing the entire
space.
Tying in the branding with the interior
was crucial and this is how H2R Design
created the concept from paper to build.
Overall, straight simple lines are displayed
throughout the space, where everything is
there to be functional, while still maintaining
a minimal beauty. Due to how minimal the
space is, H2R Design had to pay attention to
details, with how frameworks met, the datum
lines of the mesh, and perfecting every
single joint. H2R Design used neutral toned
micro-topping in abundance in addition to
stones in similar in colours. (cont...)
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Stainless steel is the central metal element with blackened
steel prominently displayed. The placement is crisp and
sits beautifully up against the warmth of the timber
framework. Mesh is a distinguishable feature throughout
in the design.
There was the use of mesh to frame the space and to create
a canvas to stencil the branding icons that represent the
food offerings. The mesh also frames the key spaces such
as the back counter. Stencils are done with paint directly
onto the perforated mesh, bringing together the branding
icons with the interiors. Shopfront icons represent the
food offering.
The identity is minimalistic, but the icons add touches
of playfulness. The decorative light fittings are modest
and neutral in colour but also had to be tuned with the
luxe levels from the mall's interiors. The ceiling lighting
is flush clean, minimal, and practical, while decorative
grey neutral Muuto light fittings hang above the perimeter
tables.
H2R Design's detailed approach is also present in the
tableware, crockery and utensils served to diners. From
the plates, the sous plats, to serviettes, the cohesive
neutral tones with soft touches of pink and blue, similar
to the fabrics used creating the interior identity, are
reinforced. A kitchen pass was developed to connect the
back of house space to the front of house, next to the
main counter.
Originally, the flooring design also featured micro-topping;
however, for durability tiles were used instead. Minimal
greenery with a wonderful story can be found on the
shelving and tables. These décor pieces were purchased
by a client from a charity supporting children with special
needs. www.h2rdesign.com
(cont...) Stainless steel is the dominant ingredient in the
majority of the metals, which sit fresh against the warmth
of oak timber design features. The brand's colours are on
a mesh, allowing for the addition of stencilled branding
icons, harmonising the branding with the interior. PLAIN's
unique products, branding, and fresh neutral interiors
identify the colourways, which are of neutral blues and
beiges in the branding and the accent in the pink and tan
in the furniture.
H2R Design integrated the warm pink and tan colour tones
into the fabrics of the loose furniture. The blue from the
branding covers the banquette seating, so diners can feel
the connection to the interiors, fully embracing the brand's
identity. The overall colour scheme emanates neutrality and
minimalism.
The use of grey micro-toppings, stones, floor tiles and
greys in the structure allowed for H2R Design to create
a very lightly coloured space for the display of the food
to burst and reveal its own personality. The micro-topping
and textured paint were implemented to create a neutral
but textured effect taking away from it being totally flat.
However, grey stones were used for the counter tops for
durability and the with the tiles giving off a canvas like
aesthetic. Oak timber has also been used throughout the
space to ignite some warmth amongst the monochrome
mood.
8
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Whiting Architects worked closely with Fisher &
Paykel to achieve a fair balance of functionality
and aesthetic in the kitchen. “The owners love to
cook so they wanted high quality, hard-working
appliances. We wanted to play down the look of
the kitchen. So the need for functional appliances
that blended seamlessly into our design was
paramount and Fisher & Paykel do this extremely
well” says Steven Whiting, founder of Whiting
Architects.
“The appliances are discreet and practical but
when on show they still look great. We’ve had
nothing but praise for Fisher & Paykel from all our
clients.” The Pocket House is furnished with Fisher
& Paykel appliances which seamlessly blend into
the kitchen cabinetry. With integrated appliances,
the architects were able to utilise the space on
offer without disturbing the minimalist design. The
integrated appliances allow a seamless movement
between the living, dining, utility and kitchen
areas.

Small But Perfectly Formed:
“Pocket House” By Whiting
Architects In Melbourne

the dark timber joinery and monochrome palette,
while the washer dryer is hidden under the stairs the two-in-one washer dryer meant the clients did
not have to sacrifice more space for a separate
dryer. Pictured (L-R): Fisher & Paykel washer dryer
(WD8060P1); Fisher & Paykel integrated fridge
freezer (RB60V18) “The selection of appliances
from Fisher & Paykel allowed us to make the
most efficient use of space, and in a tight area
this made a big difference” says Josie Somerville,
Whiting Architects design coordinator.
“Fisher & Paykel really listen to designers and
have worked with us to create the products that
designers want. When selecting appliances for a
project, we like everything to complement each
other and work together. The appliances are well
designed and slimline, tying them in with the
simple and monochrome palette of the kitchen”.
www.fisherpaykel.com/uk

The integrated DishDrawer™ and fridge freezer
are discreetly hidden away and invisible to those
unaware, yet their large capacities prove extremely
practical. The dark oven and hob discreetly match

The tiny Pocket House, designed by Whiting Architects in collaboration with Fisher & Paykel, cleverly utilises every
inch of useable space in this minimalist Melbourne terrace. When Whiting Architects were approached to renovate a
tiny Melbourne terrace on a footprint of just 96m2, they rose to the challenge, seeing it as an opportunity to prioritise
quality of space over quantity. Likening the design and construction process of the Pocket House to ‘building a ship
in a bottle’ due to the restricted site access, the final result is an achievement of design that takes restrictions and
reimagines them as opportunities. The clients, a professional young couple who like to entertain, needed living space
for just the two of them and their large dog, with enough room to allow guests to visit. The kitchen, commonly a
social hub for entertaining guests, was a well-thought out space in the tiny Pocket House.

Photo credit: Shannon McGrath
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MINGLE IN THE COVID AGE
Post Covid digital technology can help us make better use of our high
street. The monitoring of both footfall and traffic could help people avoid
busy times. WiFi accessibility can help remote working and employees
can stay connected outside the confines of their office or home bringing a
greater sense of well being.
Cleverly placed and designed
furniture would allow for more
effective social distancing. Home or
office workers could digitally order
their lunch and walk or cycle to
collect. Connection is key. The 35
Collection is the next generation
of outdoor furniture for the way
we live, work, learn and play post
Covid. Mingle is an open and
inviting seating system that brings
everybody together.

NEWS

Kalwall Sheds Light On
Research & Development
A £4m extension to the globally recognised
Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC) at
the University of Strathclyde has used Kalwall
® to solve an interesting problem. The Centre
houses Europe’s largest forge – to be precise
an 8.5m high 300-tonne hydraulic press forge along with the associated isothermal, cooling,
furnace and manipulator plant.
Kalwall was used on the original structure.
The addition of the new extension has seen a
Kalwall clerestory surround added to bathe the
interior with diffused daylight.
A clever system of removable 6 x 5 metre
Kalwall rooflights has been installed allowing
for the craning out of the plant machinery
to service and maintain when needed. The

The Mingle is a perfect solution
to help introduce informal interaction and information sharing that builds
relationships and culture in public spaces. Mingle takes an off-centre
approach to attached tables and seating. The graceful continuity of its
structural frame is open and inviting, imparts a sense of energy and flow,
and makes it very easy to get in and out. www.bsfg.co.uk

STELRAD SUPPORTS WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
IN THE NORTH EAST!

Following
on from its
support and
sponsorship
of Newcastle
Falcons in
the Rugby
Premiership,
leading
radiator manufacturer Stelrad – with its head office
in Newcastle city centre, has stretched its support
for rugby to include wheelchair rugby – donating two
new specially adapted wheelchairs to what was called
Newcastle Wheelchair Rugby Club, renamed during the
lockdown as North East Barbarians Wheelchair Rugby,
to more accurately reflect the club which has players
and supporters from Morpeth in the north of the area,
and as far south as Hartlepool. www.stelrad.com

New Product Brings Interlocking
Wall Systems to the UK
STANLEY SECURITY LAUNCHES REMOTE GUARD
STANLEY Security, one of the UK’s leading security providers, has extended
its range of remote services with the introduction of Remote Guard. Remote
Guard uses a clever combination of CCTV, access control, intercoms and
remote monitoring to take over the duties of security guards, all at a
fraction of the cost.
At the heart of Remote
Guard is STANLEY
Security’s Category 2 NSI
Gold Standard BS5979
accredited monitoring
centre, where highly
trained professional
operatives use electronic
security systems on
customers’ sites to remotely conduct security guard tasks such as visitor
validation, vehicle access and area lockdowns. CCTV cameras enable
operatives to identify and validate incoming vehicles.

rooflights not only allow for this vital function
but, similar to the clerestory, cast daylight
deep into the building below.
For projects like this, the use of Kalwall means
that natural diffused daylight is transmitted
deep into the interior space. This means there
is an even balance of light throughout. Its
properties also mean there are less issues
around solar gain as the unique composition
reduces inward radiation and conduction five
times more effectively than glazing.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

The innovative EverPanel temporary walling system is
designed for both commercial and residential spaces,
generating self-supporting, self-standing structures that
economically divide spaces, create rooms, and define
areas as and when required.

New Hydraulic Design Software
for HAURATON Surface
Drainage Systems
HAURATON’s new web-based application ‘DesignSoftware’
provides quick, simple hydraulic analysis, channel
sizing, project design and product specification for the
company’s range of surface drainage systems.
Immediate access for registration and use of this new
hydraulic design software is achieved through the link:
www.hydraulicdesign.hauraton.com
User-friendly and free-of-charge, it provides engineers
with the flexibility to create their own drainage designs
and project specifications, with just three clicks to a
hydraulic calculation. www.hauraton.co.uk

The unique interlocking modular wall system is made
up of durable, lightweight panels that simply snap
together using a proprietary lug and connector system,
with no tools or cement required. Panels can be fitted
in a straight line or at a 90 degree angle to create
corners, and can be stacked and layered to build to the
desired height. www.everpanels.co.uk

Intercom and cameras with 2-way audio provide effective communication
with drivers and enable any instructions to be clearly delivered. Access
control is used to unlock doors, gates and barriers. Where possible,
existing on-site security equipment is used by Remote Guard to make it
highly cost-effective and sustainable, depending on age and sophistication
of that equipment. www.stanleysecurity.co.uk/services/monitoring
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Daylight And Ventilation Solutions For
Any Type Of Industrial, Commercial Or
Public Building
VELUX Commercial was established
in 2019, and comprises the former
JET, Vitral and VELUX Modular
Skylights organisations. Now,
VELUX Commercial operates as one
company and offers to support
building professionals throughout the
entire process from specification to
delivery and maintenance of daylight
and ventilation solutions.
By combining the product offering
of the former companies, the
VELUX Commercial product program
ranges from high-end bespoke
glazing solutions for prestigious
architectural buildings to domes and
continuous rooflights for industrial
and agricultural buildings and
warehouses. “Our aim is to build
a solid position in the commercial
market and become the customers’
preferred partner. With our broad
product programme and our
expertise within daylighting, comfort
and smoke ventilation, and not least
service and maintenance, we offer
our support to customers throughout
the entire construction process”, SVP,
VELUX Commercial, Nicolas Limbach
says.
The VELUX Group has been bringing
daylight and fresh air into peoples’
homes for almost 80 years and has
a clear market leading position in
the residential market. The VELUX
Group’s first step into the commercial
market was in 2012, with the launch
of VELUX Modular Skylights and a
strategy to build a new business area
in the commercial market. JET had a
leading position in the industrial flat
roof segment. In the beginning of
2019, the VELUX Group launched the
VELUX Commercial brand, established
the VELUX Commercial division, and
started integrating former JET, VELUX
Modular Skylights and Vitral people,
products, and businesses.
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Hush-Slab 100 sound insulation slab is perfect for upgrading
acoustic standards inside any residential, public or commercial
buildings by providing an effective, safe and easy way to fill the
cavities within walls, floors and ceilings.
The non-combustible, Class 'O' fire rated mineral wool slabs
are specifically designed to reduce airborne sound transmission
by disrupting sound transmission paths between rooms. Their
use within the cavities, rather than having no insulation or
filling cavities with inadequate PIR type insulation, plays a big
role in delivering better quality buildings with greater end-user
satisfaction.

Today, VELUX Commercial operates as
one company. Around 1,100 people
work in 8 production sites, national
sales offices in 11 countries and in
central support functions.
The VELUX Commercial product
programme consists of 4 main
categories:
Dome Rooflights and Flat Glass
Rooflights - A complete range of
prefabricated, ready-to-install domes
and flat glass rooflights provide
single sources of daylight and fresh
air as well as smoke and heat
exhaust ventilation.
Continuous Rooflights - Economic
continuous rooflight systems provide
large areas of natural, diffused light
as well as comfort and certified
smoke and heat exhaust ventilation
options in a lightweight construction.
Glass Roof Systems - Reliable glass
systems with design flexibility
enable you to produce a building
with optimal daylight and fresh air
as well as smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation to support occupant
wellbeing.
Smoke Natural Ventilation - Solutions
for smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation, comfort ventilation and
daylight and heat control ensure
safety and occupant wellbeing.
Find out more about the VELUX
Commercial expanded product
offering by visiting the website here

Hush-Slab 100
Reduces Airborne
Sound Transmission
Whatever The
Project

Using Hush-Slab 100 within joists and studwork addresses
nuisance impact noise – including sound from light switches
and footsteps – as well as the sound from people talking,
music and television in adjacent rooms. This makes it ideal
for enhancing acoustic standards within homes, as well as in
educational buildings, offices, healthcare facilities and many
other commercial and public building applications.
Easy to install and cut to size, Hush-Slab 100 is a unique high
density sound insulating slab available in varying thicknesses. In
addition to excellent acoustic properties, the slabs also provide
a high level of thermal insulation, with a thermal conductivity
rating of just 0.035 W/mK for the 100mm option.
This is why Hush-Slab 100 is used extensively within refurbishment
and new build projects to excellent effect. It is a key element
within a wide range of tested Hush-Systems which represent an
assured approach to upgrading acoustics, designed to exceed
the current Building Regulation requirements of Part E (England
and Wales), Part H (Scotland) and Part G (Northern Ireland).
Produced from non-combustible inorganic rock, it is defined
as ‘mineral wool’ in BS 3533 and complies fully with the
recommendations of BS 5422 and BS 3958: Part 5.
Its durability is guaranteed for the lifetime of its
installation as the material characteristics will
not encourage the growth of fungi, mould or
bacteria, nor does it sustain vermin, whilst
being rot-proof, odourless and completely
non-hygroscopic.
Fire performance is assured given HushSlab 100’s Class ‘O’ rating under the Building
Regulations, achieving both a Class 1 spread of
Flame to BS 476: Part 7 and the required indices of
performance of fire propagation to BS 476: Part 6.
Find out more about Hush-Slab 100 at
www.hushacoustics.co.uk/sound-control-products/hush-slab-100/
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DRU Maestro 75
Luxury Gas Fires
Now In Extra Tall
Options

The DRU selection of Maestro premium
gas fires has been enhanced by new
extra tall models for installation
anywhere around the home. The
Maestro series features the exclusive
DRU Dynamic Flame Burner®, which
generates high, dancing flames and
authentic glowing embers across the
entire fire bed.
The fires can be controlled using the
DRU Eco Wave app for smartphones
and tablets, which enables the users to
set their own preferred flame pattern
and regulate the gas consumption.

In addition to the popular Maestro 75
model, there are now 75 Tall and 75
Tunnel Tall models, which both have
a spectacular height of 1.3 metres.
The 75 Tall has Matt Black or mirrored
Ceraglass interiors and the 75 Tunnel
Tall is designed to be installed into room
dividing walls and other architectural
features.
All three models have A energy labels and
over 90% energy efficiency. Because they
are balanced flue gas fires, they can be
installed in a wide variety of locations.
And with the DRU PowerVent® extended,
fan-assisted flue system they are suitable
for luxury apartments, hotels, restaurants
and other domestic and commercial
settings.
The DRU Maestro range includes an
additional 10 models in single-sided,
2-sided and 3-sided options with widths
from 60 to 105 cms and a wide choice of
interior finishes. www.drufire.com
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In the waiting and corridor areas, which would experience heavy
footfall and require wall protection, it was important to create a
décor that was not sterile and cold but one that would create a
calm soothing environment for clients who may become nervous
before their dental treatment. Yeoman Shield, along with providing
standard FalmouthEx wall protection panels in mid- grey and
contrasting Guardian Handrails, supplied and installed Imagery
panels that had specifically chosen designs reverse printed on to
clear protection panels.

Yeoman Shield
Protects With Style
At New Dental
Facility

When Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust earlier this
year approved capital funding to convert a disused
area of Chapel Allerton Hospital into a new dental
facility, they engaged with Yeoman Shield wall & door
protection specialists to provide durable yet attractive
wall protection that would achieve the interior fit-out
brief.
The project was managed by The Leeds Teaching
Hospitals NHS Trust, Bridger Carr Architects and
main contractor Bermar Building Co. Ltd., with
Yeoman Shield supplying and installing the wall
protection elements. The unit will have amenities
to accommodate a 13 - chair dental facility for the
provision of dental treatment for adults and children
with the flexibility to be used for student training
as part of the link with Leeds University School of
Dentistry.

The artwork was chosen with both adults and children
in mind and, with collaboration between all involved,
Yeoman Shield were able to deliver a finished product
that showed the artwork in perfect colours, definition
and quality. Designs included playful birds, cheerful
flora and fauna along with calming green hues of
forestry and foliage. The reverse method of printing for
the protection panels served to shield the decorative
design from any impact damage with the smooth surface
being conducive to thorough cleaning, maintaining high
hygiene standards without detriment to the colourful images.
The overall effect of the décor was welcoming, fresh and bright
offering break out areas that were inviting for colleagues of the
dental unit and other hospital departments to use for meetings,
breaks and study time. For more information on Yeoman Shield
Imagery panels or any other of the wall & door protection products
available go to www.yeomanshield.com or call 0113 279 5854.

Due to the mixed use of the new unit the project team
were keen to provide an environment that would be
suitable for all users and uses. The project required an
attractive yet durable interior design that contributed
to the wellbeing of both service users and staff
members alike.
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Neaco Launches New Range Of
Easy-Order Balcony Packages
Neaco have launched a new range of Juliet
balcony packages providing easy specification
and fast turnaround from order. Four standard
options are available for masonry openings of
between 800mm and 2500mm in width.
Comprising a range of precision-engineered
modular components, the glass-fronted Juliet
designs feature a top rail in a powder coated
aluminium finish which is non-chip and rustfree, providing permanent aesthetic quality
and maintenance-free use. Their toughened
glass panels maximise sunlight penetration and
provide an unobstructed view out. Each panel
is subtly secured in place by circular support
brackets (with no stanchions needed) providing
attractively minimalist looks.
The balcony packages provide stylish
contemporary aesthetics and remove the hassle
from the design and specification process. They
are ideal for renovations, refurbishments and
projects which are subject to restricted timescales.
All manufacturing is carried out at Neaco’s
factory in the UK. Each balcony package is fully

compliant with all relevant building regulations,
including the 2018 Building (Amendment)
Regulations prohibiting combustible materials
on building exteriors. In accordance with BS
6180:1999, the balconies have been designed
to meet the minimum horizontal imposed loads
stated in BS 6399:part1:1996 for occupancy A,
B, E and C3.
Neaco have been supplying architectural products
since 1972.
The company’s manufacturing
excellence is backed by comprehensive design
and technical expertise. Other products in
Neaco’s range include aluminium decking and
floor plank systems, modular handrails and
balustrade, walk-on balconies, structural glass
and contemporary adaptive bathing facilities.
As well as supplying standard packages, the
company can design and install bespoke
turnkey solutions with support at every step of
the process. Neaco’s Juliet balcony packages are
available to purchase online at neaco.co.uk/shop

New Doors for a New Age
With the world in turmoil, changing attitudes, social and
economic upheaval everywhere, you could be forgiven for
thinking that innovation within the interior doors market
was likely to be on hold for a while. However at Vicaima the
desire to move forward and push boundaries in design and
performance has never lost momentum, even in the face of
such challenges.
And so, with the introduction of the 2021 Interior Door Selector,
Vicaima bring new doors for a new age. Their latest brochure
contains over 100 pages of inspiration for professionals
looking to transform homes, hotels and other private and
public spaces, fit for tomorrow. With its easy to navigate
layout, ideas and solutions go hand in hand. Whether the
criteria is for cost effective simplicity or high end performance
and trend-setting designs, the 2021 Interior Door Selector
(IDS) has something for everyone.
What’s new in the 2021 IDS? While some existing ranges have
been developed, Vicaima have also taken the opportunity to
introduce some striking new interior door products for 2021.
Using their expertise and understanding of design trends
and modern build requirements, this fresh approach allows
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specifiers the opportunity
to expand their senses,
with ideas that engage
in both sight and touch;
either capturing nature or
taking it to another level.
These
new
ranges
include: Naturdor Stained Extra – Vertical and horizontal
semi-translucent stained veneers; Heritage Oak – Real Oak
veneer with random grain and knots; Dekordor 3D Vertical
– Embossed face in 2 new Oak designs; Dekordor SD Touch
– Subtle textured foil in rich tones and Visual Sensations Cross Directional Woodgrain in Forest and Alpine designs.
Naturally all the new designs in the Vicaima range for 2021
are available to meet the latest performance specifications.
With certified solutions in Fire, Security and Acoustics, it really
is the complete package. Download your copy of the 2021
Interior Door Selector today or for further inspiration and new
age ideas visit www.vicaima.com
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Colourful, Practical Door
Protection for Radiology
Department
The Northern General Hospital in Sheffield chose Yeoman Shield fire
rated door protection systems to refurbish doors in the Radiology
Department. The configuration and refurbishment of the department
was undertaken to improve patient flow, the overall environment and to
rationalise inpatient and outpatient areas to satisfy privacy, dignity and
capacity issues.
Yeoman Shield’s (Harrison Thompson) directly employed fixing operatives,
who have been assessed as being competent to install such passive fireresistant products by FIRAS, installed fire rated door protection panels,
PVCu clad Glazing Bead Units and Door Edge Protectors to various doors
throughout the unit. The addition of these products will prevent impact
damage, extending the lifecycle of the doors in turn reducing the amount
of time and money spent on repair and replacement, whilst contributing
towards an aesthetically pleasing environment.
The doors in the hospital’s radiology department were required to
be colour coded to reflect the actual department area functions e.g.
Fluoroscopy rooms denoted by Yellow. With a wide colour palette
available from Yeoman Shield, the door protection was able to be
supplied in corresponding colours, adding to the design and function of
the department. www.yeomanshield.com
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Profab Access
Rises To The Top
Situated in the heart of Dublin just a short walk
or cycle from Trinity College, Royal College of
Surgeons Ireland and University College Dublin,
Scape Aungier Street is a new state-of-the-art
student accommodation complex. Offering a
diverse range of high quality accommodation
options, from en suite rooms in shared apartments,
through to large and premium studios, the latest
Scape development features communal study
spaces, large open plan kitchens and gym areas
to offer students all of the amenities they require.
As part of the construction process, 226 Profab Access 4000 Series Riser
Doors were specified for installation by AE Doors throughout every part
of the building, including the communal areas and individual bedrooms.
The 4000 Series Riser Doors offer the highest standards of fire safety,
supplied with comprehensive CERTIFIRE bi-directional certification from
third party accredited testing, Warrington Fire.

This means the riser doors are
fire tested from both sides to two
hours, providing confidence that
the critical fire integrity products
offer the highest standard and
most up to date evidence for fire
safety performance. The 4000
Series is the only riser door in
the UK to be independently
bi-directionally fire tested and
certified by an accredited third
party to ensure legal compliance.
The steel riser doors feature
a slimline construction that doesn’t compromise on
quality or functionality, offering aesthetics without
compromise. Providing clean and concealed access to
the riser shafts, the unobtrusive doors were specified
with a central key cylinder lock and hinges on one
side. This significantly streamlined the installation
process for the team at AE Doors and reduced the risk
of damage to the doors upon installation, particularly
in the student bedrooms and bathrooms where access
was restricted.
In the event of a fire, the doors will maintain their frame
and integrity for up to two hours, preventing the spread
of fire throughout the property for this period of time.
The riser doors are 35dB acoustic rated, smoke sealed
and airtight to Part L, whilst also featuring intumescent
smoke seals that enable occupants to safely exit the
building.
By specifying the CERTIFIRE bi-directionally fire tested
4000 Series Riser Doors, the development is actively
future proofed as the comprehensive testing certification
provides a complete and transparent audit trail of due
diligence that evidences the products are not only fit
for purpose, but meet the duty of care required to
ensure legal compliance.
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The 4000 Series Riser Doors were supplied with a
high quality powder-coated matt surface, which were
finished on-site in a range of bold colours to reflect the
contemporary interior design scheme. Profab Access’
diverse portfolio of riser doors and access panels are
supported by a wide range of BIM Level 2 and
CAD files to aid the specification process and
streamline the initial design stages.
Manufactured in accordance with ISO
9001, the 4000 Series Riser Doors can
be specified and installed in a range of
configurations. www.profabaccess.com
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You Can Count
On GEZE

DOORS, WINDOWS & GLAZING

Knowing the true occupancy
and the flow of people in
and out of a store, office or
building is now more important
than ever.
As the figures for COVID
remain high and the need
for Lockdowns and Tier
restrictions continue to be part
of everyday life, government
advice demands that retailers
limit the numbers in store
by “calculating the maximum
number of customers that
can reasonably follow social
distancing guidelines.”
Unsurprisingly this has led to
queues forming outside many
shops and so the need for
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queue management. So far this
has meant a member of staff,
sometimes two, standing at
the door counting people in
and then counting them out
again - a time-consuming task
which is liable to errors.
And not the best use of staff
that could be more profitably
engaged elsewhere and not
ideal for the poor staff member
left standing in the cold! A
solution that provides queue
management automatically can
save money, make better use
of staff and meet government
requirements is what’s
required.

GEZE, a world leader in door and window control
technology, has introduced GEZE Counter, a customer
flow control solution specifically addresses these
challenges. The two systems, GEZE Counter Plus and
GEZE Counter Connect integrate with automatic doors
to provide controlled admission by a simple but
effective traffic light system and meets the need
for social distancing. GEZE Counter systems
provide analytics by hour, day or week to give
management greater control and ensure the
health and safety of employees and customers.

The coronavirus pandemic has brought these
considerations increasingly into focus because customer
flow control involves analysing the number of customers
and the routes they take, and directing and controlling
these correspondingly. But now, the main task of flow
control systems is to ensure that only the correct
number of persons can enter a building or
rooms under control and safely. This allows
each customer to better socially distance
themselves, they feel safer and retailers
comply with government guidelines.

The systems employ a simple traffic light
arrangement – wait whilst the light is red and
the doors are de-activated, and enter when the
light is green. There are two versions available,
meaning there is a system for every building – an
internet or cloud based system for full analysis, control
and management either locally or at head office, or a
local network system to a designated PC or smart phone
to view, control or manage analytics in store. Customer
flow control and successful store layout for maximising
sales have always played an important role for retailers.

Escape routes are unaffected. Customers
easily identify that the retailer or site
management have thought seriously about
the issue and acted accordingly, with a visible
solution, generally giving a much more pleasant
experience once indoors. Adam Presdee, Service
Director said ‘The GEZE Counter systems are a costeffective way to manage the number of people in and
out of a building and it frees up a number of staff who
can be more productively employed elsewhere in the
building’.
For more information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive
range of automatic and manual door closers call 01543
443000 or visit www.geze.co.uk
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Heat Pumps Suddenly Hot.......

STELRAD'S BOUTIQUE SERIES WARMING UP

LG has welcomed the news from the Prime
Minister recently as he outlined his 10-point plan
for a Green Industrial Revolution for 250,000
jobs. This included a target to deploy 600,000
heat pumps per year by 2028, a one-year
extension to the Green Homes Grant and that
new build housing will ban gas boilers by 2025.

Just a few months ago, Stelrad launched the Boutique Series of
radiators to meet the demand for a specialist range of bathroom
and kitchen radiators. It's success to date has been hugely
encouraging. “We’re really
pleased with the reception the
Boutique range has received,”
says Head of Marketing Chris
Harvey.

LG’s Heating Manager for the UK and Ireland is
Andy Hooper: “We’re delighted at the level of
interest in the Therma V range we have available
here in the UK,” he continued.
“In particular we have seen huge interest in the
Therma V R32 Monobloc unit which requires no
F-Gas expertise at the installation stage. It’s a
very simple alternative to a boiler driven heating
and hot water option and is the simplest
installation for traditional installers to get to

“The premium and top end
sector is one where we want
to focus in 2021 and this is
what the Stelrad Boutique
Series does for us – it’s a
new, stylish option for the
trade and retail outlets across
the UK and Ireland. We are
offering a comprehensive,
stylish collection that
genuinely provides the total radiator offering under one roof –
with our recognised combination of quality, reliability, availability,
and cost effectiveness all wrapped up in a single collection of
radiators”. To find out more about the new Boutique Series, head
for the Stelrad website at www.stelrad.com.

Omnie Renewables Warming Trio Of Five Bed
Homes In Northamptonshire

grips with. The monobloc connects to the wet
central heating system in the same way as a gas
boiler - no new tools will be required. ”
The LG Therma V series of air to water heat
pumps comprises a full suite of options –
monobloc, splits, and high temperature options.
www.lg.com/uk/heating-awhp

A development of three detached, five-bedroom homes in the
market town of Raunds near Northampton is utilising renewable heat
packages featuring air source heat pumps, delivered by whole house
systems specialist, OMNIE, part of the Ridgespear Group.
The solution, for Tophaven makes use of quiet running heat pumps
positioned at the rear of each home, with OMNIE’s Staple underfloor
heating system installed over Cellecta Tectris insulation on the ground
floor slabs with the manufacturer’s versatile LowBoard panels and
pipework serving the bedroom levels.
While the Staple system is covered by a conventional screed, the
LowBoard circuits are being overlaid with 6mm plywood, ready to
take either laminate flooring or a rubber underlay in the areas being
carpeted. The LowBoard panels are a widely specified and very
popular product within OMNIE’s Ultralow offering with an overall panel
depth of 21mm, accommodating 12mm diameter pipe runs. This offers
low water volume, while the relatively small diameter pipe is also easy
to push into the precisely routed board profiles.

ESi LAUNCHES LATEST 6 SERIES
HEATING CONTROLS
ESi Controls has launched its
new, top of the range, 6 Series
WiFi Programmable Room
Thermostat, offering the latest in
heating control for homes and
commercial premises here in the
UK. Fully OpenTherm compatible,
this new range of controls
allows full control via the room
thermostat or via a mobile
phone or tablet, with a range
of features to impress even the
most demanding specifier, installer or homeowner.
It includes Optimum Start/Stop, Domestic Hot Water (DHW)
setpoint, Hot Water time and temperature control when working in
conjunction with a wireless cylinder thermostat, full 7 day, 5/2 day
or 24 hour programming options, a boost facility, a helpful Holiday
Mode and is an ERP Class 5 Product. The new controls are available
in white or grey. The new 6 series comes with a three year warranty
and is available now from your local merchant.
www.esicontrols.co.uk

Domus Ventilation Launches
Next Gen High Performance
MVHR Systems
Domus Ventilation, part of the Polypipe group, has
launched its next generation, improved performance
HRXE Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery
(MVHR) units for a wider range of residential
properties than ever before. HRXE-HERA™ and
HRXE-AURA™ high performance MVHR systems
combine supply and extract ventilation in one
system. They efficiently recover the heat typically
lost in waste, stale
air and use it to
temper the fresh
air drawn into the
building via a heat
exchanger.
The filtered, prewarmed air is
distributed to areas
of the home such
as living rooms and
bedrooms, effectively
meeting part of the
heating load in energy efficient dwellings. Domus
has developed HRXE-HERA and HRXE-AURA to
provide even greater efficiency through advanced
heat exchange proficiency and the lowest Specific
Fan Power (SFP) of any of its MVHR units.
Furthermore, the new range now comes with an
improved warranty of five years, with the first year
covering parts and labour. HRXE-HERA and HRXEAURA have also benefitted from a modern, sleek
new design in white and grey, with a front facia,
which is consistent across the range.
For the homeowner, this makes for a more attractive
unit, even if it is contained within a cupboard! For
the developer, the consistent look across the range
is more appealing and the design is very much in
line with contemporary white goods. HRXE-HERA is
suited to use IN smaller properties of up to two/
three bedrooms, with the HRXE-AURA extending the
range to larger homes of up to four/five bedrooms.
www.domusventilation.co.uk

OMNIE underfloor heating systems are ideal for delivering efficient
and comfortable warmth within well insulated, new or refurbished
buildings, while helping ensure its various ground or air source heat
pump options, or other renewables, run at optimum efficiency.
www.omnie.co.uk
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Keeping Up With Modern Methods Of Paving
Modular concrete paving meets today’s Modern Methods
of Construction ethos for engineered and prefabricated
products, and the increasing use of efficient, fully
mechanised site processes enhances its benefits. The
technology’s potential is expanded further with concrete
block permeable paving, demonstrated by a new Interpave
CPD webinar presented by sustainable drainage specialist
Bob Bray.
Concrete block and flag paving offer proven long-term
performance, durability and minimal maintenance for
projects ranging from container terminals to domestic
driveways. Factory-produced modular concrete units deliver
fast, low cost installation with limited intervention work.
Subsequently, layouts can easily be altered and units
taken up and re-used, if needed to meet changing needs –
articularly important with today’s post-pandemic demands.
Modular concrete block and flag paving offers proven longterm performance, durability and minimal maintenance.
In terms of design, distinct modular units and designed
variations in colour, texture and shape, give precast
paving visual interest and a human scale not possible with
formless materials.
A wide choice of colours is available from Interpave
members – ranging from vibrant to muted tones, as well
as varied mixes of colours that can emulate other materials
such as stone or clay. Surface treatments can also be
applied to paving blocks, flags, kerbs and other products
to give different textures, some exposing aggregates and
others giving a weathered appearance.
Diversity of Paving Styles - In addition, different shapes and
sizes, ranging from large flags to the smaller paving blocks,
give the diversity needed to suit the particular scales of
different spaces. Despite the huge choice, modular concrete
paved surfaces give consistent frictional characteristics
and joint widths ensuring safety
and ease of use by the whole
community.
All these attributes combine to
enable designers to select paving
styles ranging from traditional to
contemporary, giving each area
its own special character. The
technology’s potential is expanded
further with concrete block
permeable paving, a uniquely
flexible SuDS (sustainable drainage
systems) technique.
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It provides an inherent drainage system that requires
no additional land take for water storage, treatment
or conveyance, and offers the same visual richness as
conventional block paving. It also addresses both flooding
and pollution issues by storing and cleaning water runoff
at source. This technology eliminates pipework, gulleys and
manholes, and should therefore cost less than conventional
drainage and paving.

Safety and Efficiency - The same concept can be applied to
other precast concrete paving products to improve safety
as well as efficiency. Elimination of manual lifting should be
considered at the design stage so that kerbs and flags are
always handled and laid mechanically using vacuum lifting
gear, mechanical grabs or similar devices.

CPD Webinar - A new CPD webinar, presented by Bob Bray
of Robert Bray Associates, with over 20-years’ experience in
SuDS and landscape design – explores how straightforward
flow controls can optimise permeable paving and SuDS.
It covers techniques including water storage in paving
compartments deployed around a site, to integrate SuDS
within development and avoid land-take.
The webinar is supported
by the latest edition of
‘Understanding
Permeable
Paving and SuDS’, an essential
introductory guide to all
aspects of concrete block
permeable paving for SuDS –
and much more. The webinar
can be viewed and guide
downloaded at: www.paving.
org.uk/optimising-permeablepaving. Whether conventional
or permeable, concrete block
paving is particularly suited to
well-established mechanised
installation techniques.
In essence, a hydraulically operated clamping system is
used to lift a ‘cluster’ of concrete paving blocks – generally
around 1 square metre in area and already in the required
laying pattern. Clamps can be fitted to a variety of site
equipment or form an integral part of dedicated machines
designed for good site manoeuvrability.
Increased Productivity - All kinds of block shapes and
styles, including standard rectangular, can be machine
laid in various patterns including herringbone which some
manufacturers offer ready for machine laying. Productivity
is comparable with asphalting operations and the ability to
deploy a block laying machine and crew at short notice to
meet ‘just in time’ demands on sizeable projects is a major
advantage.

Another area where safety measures offer other cost and
efficiency benefits is the elimination of cutting concrete
paving products – either by removing the need to cut
concrete products through careful design or by utilising
safer cutting practices and equipment.
Modular by Nature - It is important to remember that the
key to attractive, durable, cost-effective precast concrete
paving is to optimise its modular nature, by dimensioning
areas to minimise cutting and combining compatible
products to avoid it.
There are numerous techniques and special products
readily available to help with this, as well as different styles
of precast concrete kerbs, channels and other components.
Consideration of all the product alternatives and sizes
available at the design stage, and careful setting out can
generate real efficiencies and eliminate the need for cutting.
As with any construction operation, the devil is in the
detail – with edges, insertions, level changes and junctions
within paving, which should not just be left to on-site
operatives but resolved off-site within the design. A
guidance document on the detailed design and installation
of modular concrete paving has just been published by
Interpave. To find out more about modular concrete paving,
view the CPD webinar and download the latest guides visit:
www.paving.org.uk

But there are benefits in using the technology on modest
sized projects, as well as major schemes. Faster installation
means earlier completion and less operational downtime
of the paved area – not forgetting that block paving can
be used immediately after completion without curing
times. Machine installation also makes it easier to achieve
consistent accuracy and uniform joint widths. It is less tiring
for operatives and also enables social distancing measures
to be maintained on site. To maximise these efficiencies,
installation contractors are adopting a similar mechanised
approach to all site processes.
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Fireshield® chosen for science
centre of Kensington & Chelsea
school

Magply Doubles Up On Shoreline
Property To Withstand The
‘Sands Of Time’

Fireshield® vapour permeable membrane, which
is designed specifically to improve the fire
protection behind cladding has been chosen
for a new Science Centre at Bevington Primary
school in the Royal Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea, London. The project includes a
brand new Science Studio, plus before and
after school club buildings. SIP Build UK was
appointed as frame subcontractor for the project
and chose the Fireshield membrane as part of
the SIPS panelling system.

A striking new three bedroom beachfront home
on the East Sussex coast has been designed to
not only respect its location within an area of
Special Scientific Interest, but also withstand
the challenging weather conditions as well as
shifting sands, with Magply boards specified as
part of both the roof and wall construction. Sea
Breeze at Camber Sands is being built by Coast
View Property Ltd.

Fireshield is the culmination of leading research
to produce a vapour permeable membrane
with a intumescent coated surface, which has
a unique composition that actively reacts to
help protect the materials underneath. The
intumescent coating helps protect the substrate
by reducing the risk of fire taking hold and
significantly reduces the formation of droplets
and smoke. The BBA Certificate awarded
to Fireshield confirms that it has enhanced
performance in relation to reaction to fire
classification, will reduce the risk of interstitial
condensation, and will have a life equal to that
of the building in which it is installed.
Fireshield is classified as Class B, s1 –d0
according to the Euroclass system, which
classifies the reaction to fire performance of
building products. The performance of Fireshield
is in advance of the requirements of the current
classification grading. Fireshield complies
with BS5250, BS4016 and NHBC requirements
for vapour permeable walling underlays. It is
installed and fixed to the substrate in the same
manner as standard breather membranes using
mechanical fixings. www.proctorgroup.com

The building is making use of non-traditional
construction methods, which features twin 12mm
layers of the rugged and versatile Magply boards
as a carrier for a render like finish across the
entire envelope. In the case of the habitable
roof-space, the contractors are applying a
single ply Renolit rubber membrane over a
sarking board and then bonding aluminium
rails along the line of the rafters, to which the
two overlapping layers of Magply are fixed with
stainless steel screws. The pink coloured finish
is then applied as a primer, base and pigmented
topcoat. www.magply.co.uk

Titan Lite Protecting Movement
Joints Within New Midland
Metropolitan University Hospital
The fire protection of critical movement joints
within the main floor slabs of the new Midland
Metropolitan University Hospital in Birmingham
has consumed some 1,000 linear metres of Titan
Lite 120/60, as a well proven and widely specified
passive fire protection product. Flynn Interiors’
operatives have attached three layers of the fire
resistant fabric to sub-frames made up of 25 x
25mm steel angle, bolted to the concrete soffit.
The Titan Lite is secured in place with staggered
overlapping joints to resist the passage of flame
and hot gases. Both TBA’s technical department
and IFC were involved with the inspection and
sign off of the work. As a non-rigid woven
material Titan Lite is easy to cut and fix and is
created to improve its cooling properties and
therefore prevent temperatures rising in adjoining
areas. The system has been fully tested to BS 476
Parts 6.7, 20 &22 and is third party certified by
IFCC. www.tbafirefly.com

Marmox Multiboards Carry
Marble-Mosaics Across
Cinque Port Self-Build
A strikingly modern residential property in one of Kent’s
most famous coastal towns is making articulate use of
Marmox Multiboards as part of its cladding solution,
around both the inside of an elevated balcony terrace,
as well as across the main entrance elevation. The 3600
sq. ft. four-bedroom self-build on Cliff Road in Hythe –
one of the country’s historic Cinque Ports – has been
constructed using a high performance SIP system to
create a series of rectangular elements, stepping down
the steeply sloping site; with natural, Multicolour Slate
Split Face slips, other cladding materials surrounding
the runs of triple glazing.
Externally the Multiboards are being fixed over a
breathable membrane and timber battens at 300
mm centres with the use of the special Marmox
sealant, jointing tape and washers ensuring the
creation of a watertight surface. Marmox Multiboards
are manufactured from extruded polystyrene or XPS
encapsulated in reinforced polymer concrete, in a
range of thicknesses up to 60mm and offer a variety
of positive physical characteristics in addition to being
fully waterproof. www.marmox.co.uk
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Sto External Wall Insulation System
Chosen To Help New Care Centre
Meet Breeam Target
An external wall insulation
system from Sto has been
used to help a new care home
building achieve an impressive
BREEAM rating. The company’s
StoTherm Mineral system was
specified for the Figbury Lodge
Care Home in Poole, for its
outstanding thermal insulation
performance. The facility – which is operated by
Shaw Healthcare - specializes in dementia care,
and the aim was to create a welcoming and homely
environment for residents, some of whom are
receiving rehabilitation support after leaving hospital.
“The comfort of the residents is obviously a key
consideration for a building like this, and our aim
was to maximise that element by making the building
as thermally efficient as possible,” explains Mike
Hanson of the project architect, Atkins.
This led to the inclusion of such features as
photovoltaic systems on the roof, an intelligent
building management system, and the use of the
StoTherm Mineral insulation system. This highly
durable external wall insulation system uses mineral

fibre boards which combine outstanding thermal
performance with excellent levels of sound insulation
and fire protection. The StoTherm Mineral system
was installed onto a lightweight steel frame using
Sto’s innovative Sto-Rotofix Plus fixings. These
unique, spiral fixings allow the insulation boards to
be installed quickly and easily, while retaining a high
degree of flexibility. The boards can be adjusted by
the spiral fixings to accommodate any unevenness in
the substrate and so create a perfectly level surface
ready for the render finish.
The quest for seamless façades means that deflection
from live loading of floor slabs has to be taken up
by the external wall insulation system. Sto-Rotofix
Plus allows up to 19mm of deflection per floor, so
there is no need for unsightly expansion joints on the
surface, and large seamless façades can be created.
The insulation system was finished with StoSilco resin
render which creates a tough, water-repellent surface
finish that resists aggressive atmospheres, and the
growth of algae and fungus. With excellent CO2 and
water vapour permeability, StoSilco also allows a
high rate of moisture transfer and evaporation, thus
allowing the wall to breathe. www.sto.co.uk

OFF-GAS IDYLL GETS SUSTAINABLE
OMNIE AIR SOURCE AND UFH
SOLUTION
The traumas of lockdown have prompted a boom
in the popularity of rural living, though the reality
is that most ‘chocolate box’ country cottages lack
contemporary comforts. However, this will not be
a worry to the purchasers of two new-build homes
in the Cotswolds idyll of Long Compton: thanks
to their highly insulated construction and a truly
sustainable building services package supplied by
sector specialist, OMNIE.
Now known as Gold Stone, the pair of fourbedroom detached houses have been developed by local builder, DG Carpenter Ltd. Throughout the
homes’ living spaces where, as well as supplying plentiful hot water to the multiple bathrooms, high
efficiency LG air source heat pumps will feed underfloor heating circuits to maintain temperatures during
the area’s notoriously cold winters. Because they run so quietly, the outdoor units could be located close
to each home’s back wall. The Cylinder and components have been fitted in ground floor plantrooms. As
well as leaving the room interiors free of radiators, the OMNIE underfloor heating has the added benefit
of keeping the heat pumps running efficiently over extended periods. The occupants will enjoy low energy
bills while the heat pumps themselves carry 7-year warranty cover. www.omnie.co.uk

Colourful Lockers
Light Up Leisure
The new £42m Ponteland School comprising a 1,600
pupil high school, 420 pupil primary school and
leisure centre has been opened near Newcastle.
Helmsman Lockers & Cubicles were specified to
provide a range of lockers for the school and leisure
centre. They have varying colours, finishes and styles
to delineate the different zones. It was also a key
requirement that the lockers could cope with the
heavy volume of daily use, were accessible to all and
easy to manage by the staff.
Helmsman presented an innovative scheme with a
mix of three and six compartment lockers. These
used blue and white high-pressure laminate from
Abet Laminati with some overclad with glass and
all complemented with Ojmar OTS locks. The overall
effect provides a sophisticated and elegant solution
befitting such an impressive building. Abet’s compact
grade high pressure laminates are a perfect solution
for this and similar applications such as tabletops,
vanity units and cubicles. www.helmsman.co.uk
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Crossrail Systemwide Contractor ATC
Reaches For New Heights With The
Help Of Bilco UK
With the new Elizabeth line set to deliver a 10% increase
in rail capacity across central London, the project will
provide a high frequency service that reduces journey
times and creates new travel opportunities by linking
41 stations across 100 kilometres.
As part of the landmark construction project, over 42
kilometres of new tunnels, 50 kilometres of new track
and 10 new stations are being developed in conjunction
with major upgrades to the existing infrastructure.
Throughout the construction stages of the central
section, which spans from Westbourne Park to Plumstead and Pudding
Mill Lane, over 350 of Bilco UK’s innovative aluminium Ladder Up®
Safety Posts have been specified by Crossrail’s systemwide contractor
Alstom TSO Costain Joint Venture (ATC Systemwide) to provide safe and
secure access.

Weighing just seven kilograms due to the milled
aluminium construction, the resilient Ladder Up®
Safety Posts will provide engineers with unobstructed
access to the walkways when conducting essential
maintenance throughout the tunnels, once the line is
operational. The unique and high quality construction
of the Ladder Up® Safety Post fulfilled each
requirement of the brief.
This includes features such as the innovative
telescopic post, which mounts permanently
to the top two rungs of any fixed ladder to
provide a secure handhold that enables the
user to enter or exit the opening in an upright
and balanced position. Each ladder has been
installed with two Ladder Up® Safety Posts,
which are located on either side of the ladder to
provide the direct step through onto the walkway for
increased safety and efficiency.
The telescopic tubular section automatically locks when
fully extended, while the adjustable mounting hardware
accommodates any ladder rung size or spacing. The
corrosion resistant construction can also withstand the
demanding environment of the London underground
system, ensuring its successful operation for years to
come. www.bilcouk.co.uk
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All these surfaces form an integral part of the copper,
generally continuing to change over time, and are not lifeless
coatings or paint. The material is easily bent and formed, and
there are no limitations on the length of copper sheet or strip
because whole coils are treated on the production line, not
just limited size sheets.
The Nordic Copper range includes Nordic Standard ‘mill finish’
and Nordic Brown pre-oxidised copper, offering lighter or
darker shades of brown determined by the thickness of the
oxide layer. The extensive Nordic Blue, Nordic Green and new
Nordic Turquoise ranges have been developed with properties
and colours based on the same brochantite mineralogy found
in natural patinas all over the world. As well as the solid
patina colours, ‘Living’ surfaces are available for each with
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Architectural Copper
Exemplified
Nordic Copper offers an extensive range of natural surfaces
and alloys that can be applied in numerous ways to clad a
wide variety of building types from concert halls to social
housing. A growing series of building studies, available
via email and web, exemplify the best in contemporary
architecture and showcase the diversity of surfaces, forms
and applications available with Nordic Copper today.
Copper’s unique architectural qualities are defined by its
naturally developing patina – which cannot be replicated
successfully using other materials with surface coatings.
Within a few days of exposure to the atmosphere, a copper
surface begins to oxidise, changing from the ‘bright’ mill
finish to a chestnut brown, which gradually darkens over
several years to a chocolate brown. Continued weathering
can eventually result in the distinctive green or blue patina
seen on older roofs.
Natural Processes - The Aurubis ‘Nordic Copper’ range
provides all these surfaces straightaway. The processes
involved are generally similar to those taking place over time
in the environment, utilising copper mineral compounds, not
alien chemical processes.
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But there is more to architectural copper than meets the
eye, with an unrivalled lifespan, no maintenance and full
recyclability. With an ‘A1 (non-combustible material)’ fire
classification to EN 13501-1, copper is also suitable for
cladding tall buildings, using appropriate constructions. Low
thermal movement makes it appropriate for any climates and
locations, and it is non-toxic and safe to handle, as well
as non-brittle and safe to work. And, importantly today,
its inherent antimicrobial qualities make it ideal for touch
surfaces internally as well.
To explore inspirational Nordic Copper building studies,
visit: https://www.nordiccopper.com/copper-stories/ or email:
g.bell@aurubis.com
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other intensities of patina flecks revealing some of the dark
oxidised background material.
Copper Alloys - But copper alloys are growing in popularity
as well including Nordic Bronze and Nordic Brass – which
can also be supplied pre-weathered. The innovative Nordic
Royal is an alloy of copper with aluminium and zinc, giving
it a rich golden through-colour and making it very stable. It
has a thin protective oxide layer containing all three alloy
elements when produced. As a result, the surface retains its
golden colour and simply loses some of its sheen over time,
as the oxide layer thickens with exposure to the atmosphere
to give a matt finish.
Diversity of Forms - A wide choice of Nordic Decor mechanically
applied surface treatments is also available for various
surfaces and alloys, particularly suited to interior applications.
Apart from traditionally-jointed, rolled material supported by
a substrate, various other forms of copper for architecture
are increasingly being explored by designers. For example,
copper can be supplied in profiled sheets or extremely flat
honeycomb panels, pressed to provide surface textures and
modulation, or perforated, expanded or woven as mesh for
transparency.

Photo by: Tom Ferguson
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Reinterpretation
Of Traditions:
Building A
House In Baden,
France
The French municipality of Baden,
located in the heart of the Gulf of
Morbihan Regional Natural Park,
offers a quality of life that is hard
to find. In order to preserve and
highlight the cultural and natural
heritage, the buildings are obliged to
follow strict regulations.

Twisting the tradition - The local
requirements dictate a number of
the characteristics of the traditional
cottages in this area of the French
Brittany, including the natural slate
gable roof, the height of the ridge or
the gutter’s position.
“These demands were not
completely aligned with the
customer’s request” acknowledges
the architect Jean-Luc Héry, “so
we reinterpreted this concept
of traditional cottage with a
contemporary touch. The municipal
services were surprised when we
presented the project, but as we
respected the rules there wasn’t a
strong argument against it”.

Therefore, the main guide when
designing this project by l’Atelier
d’Ici was the compliance with
existing rules. The developers and
owners also had a couple of key
ideas of their own: a contemporary
house with plenty of light and large
volumes of space.

Freedom within restrictions - The
roofing material, natural slate, is
complemented by a ventilated façade
finished with bakelized wood and
shutters made of lacquered wood.
“We have taken into account the
harmony between colours. The house
is designed almost as a monolith,
the openings are mixed with storm
windows to create a different façade
for each hour of the day”, explains
the architect. “The façade is thought
as a whole, but instead of creating
little windows, we have multiplied
the glass surfaces”.
On the roof there is another
adaptation of tradition: the ridge is
finished with a metal sheet andthe
skylights are scattered randomly
over the gable to facilitate the entry
of natural light. The main façade
connects with an inner courtyard
with a pool. On the other side,
there is a garage that protects
the entrance to the complex and
facilitates the integration in the
environment.
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Development of the works - Whilst
the works lasted a year, the roofing
remodeling was completed in 15
days by three expert roofers, who
installed the natural slate with
battens and hooks. “We didn’t
find any particular hardship”, says
Sébastien Morvan, a roofer at
the Petton Mingan company. “We
installed the slate following the local
rules, also taking into account the
skylights, gutters on both sides and
the circular finish in the back”.
www.cupapizarras.com/uk
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The external furniture included two new additions
from the Inspira range; a centrepiece 7.5x4.5
metre oval Inspira planter with integrated timber
seating and four L shaped Inspira benches topped
with timber that cornered the pathways to the
centre. The ever popular and versatile Greengate
Seats have been positioned overlooking the site,
providing visitors a pleasant spot to take in the
views.
Stainless steel Sheffield cycle stands are dotted
around the site as well as the Cycle Hub providing
multiple cycle parking spots for the many cyclists
visiting the Forest. The canopy and pay station
shelters feature a robust design whilst maintaining
a natural finish that echoes the character of the
main visitors centre and the location itself. The
project was completed in the summer of 2020 in
the midst of the pandemic, our team worked in
a staggered and coordinated effort adapting to a

Bailey Streetscene Brings
External Wellbeing To
Visitors Centre
The new £9 million development from
Willmott Dixon on behalf of Forestry
England, will welcome over 750,000 visitors
a year. The site includes an eco friendly
timber framed visitor centre, café, event
spaces, accessible toilets, 500 space car
park, new cycle hub and a large outdoor
covered seating area. Sustainability was at
the core of this project with solar panels, a
sustainable drainage design and rainwater
harvesting all incorporated.
Bailey Streetscene were appointed to
design, manufacture and install the external
furniture, a robust 15x7 metre canopy and
also the car park pay station shelters to the
site. All the products were manufactured
and clad in Scottish larch - Scottish larch
provides a durable & natural finish and is
sustainably farmed/managed.
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series of stringent safety measures to ensure the
deadline was met as safely as possible. Due to
the increased popularity of outdoor leisure spaces,
Delamere Forest has seen thousands of people
visiting the site each week.
The new facilities are of increased importance
helping people access the forest benefiting
their physical health and mental wellbeing.
Bailey Streetscene is part of the Bailey Street
Furniture Group a privately owned collection of
individual companies serving the construction
sector, providing a wide range of street furniture,
playground elements and associated services to
the public realm, commercial and educational
schemes throughout the UK. www.bsfg.co.uk
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Schöck Product
Solution Is
Just Dandy At
Regency Heights
The Old Oak and Park Royal areas of West London are undergoing
a massive transformation. A £26 billion masterplan to create a
new district is taking shape in this part of London and it will see
around 25,000 new homes built over the next 20 years. An already
advanced scheme is the First Central development, part of which is
the imposing Regency Heights. Built on the former site of the Sir
Giles Gilbert Scott designed Guinness Brewery, it is a residential-led,
mixed use scheme providing 807 residential units in three courtyard
blocks wth a
public plaza.
The buildings
range from five
to twenty-seven
storeys and
the design is
reminiscent of
the Brewery’s
early modern
industrial brick
architecture. The
southern block
is anchored
by a brick-clad
residential tower,
which when
complete, will create a new 90m high local landmark. The majority
of apartments are fitted with steel balconies. So it is vital that with
the design detailing any risk of thermal bridging is minimised and
a key consideration throughout is the use of effective structural
thermal breaks.
Consequences of thermal bridging - Local heat loss is a major factor,
resulting in more energy being required to maintain the internal
temperature of the building. Also, low internal surface temperatures
in the area of the thermal bridge can cause condensation. This can
result in structural integrity problems with absorbent materials, such
as insulation products or plasterboard. Mould growth is also a
possible risk, which in a residential situation can cause asthma and
allergies.
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The proven solution to any such
problems is the Schöck Isokorb
structural thermal break. In
the case of Regency Heights,
over 2500 units of the Isokorb
T type SK are installed. This
is a load-bearing thermal
insulation element with an
80mm insulation thickness
for connecting cantilevered
steel balconies to a reinforced
concrete slab.
The innovative fastening of the
support beams makes any steel
structure durable, safe and
visually attractive, permits a high
degree of prefabrication and
minimises installation time on
site. The T type SK transfers
positive or negative moments
and shear forces. And since it
can bear heavy loads, it is ideal
for resolving the technical and
structural issues of designing
modern balconies.

Assessment Procedure, SAP
2012, concerning CO2 emissions
from buildings and respectively
heat losses through nonrepeating thermal bridges. The
lambda values of the Isokorb
also enables energy loss to be
reduced by as much as 84% to
91%.
For full information on the
Isokorb T type SK contact
Schöck on 01865 290 890 or
visit the product section of the
website at www.schoeck.com

Guaranteed performance
The Schöck Isokorb T type SK
units guarantee totally verifiable
performance standards, meet
full compliance with all relevant
UK building regulations and
offer BBA Certification and LABC
Registration.
When incorporated into
residential buildings, the
required fRsi value, the
temperature factor used to to
indicate condensation risk (that
must be equal to or greater
than 0.75) is always comfortably
met. The range complies
with the Government Standard
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Paul Kellet, the architect for the project, said: “My client
was keen to use a natural material for the roof of the
property, whilst also making a sustainable contribution
to meeting the family’s energy needs. Planning consent
had also been granted for the slate, to blend with the
prevailing look of the local area.”
Following discussions with CUPA PIZZARAS, the
specification of THERMOSLATE® and complementary
CUPA R12 slates allowed Paul to meet these
requirements whilst also making a significant
contribution to the family’s energy generation needs.
Six THERMOSLATE® panels were fitted as part of the
190-square-metre slated roof area which will be able to
generate 57% of the energy required for the hot water
of the property, saving the equivalent of 217 cubic
metres of gas and reducing carbon emissions by nearly
459kg per year. With the production of the panels
generating embodied
carbon of 390kg
and the first-year
emissions saving
amounting to 459kg,
the installation will
achieve carbon
payback in less than
a year.

Southover: Traditional Aesthetics Meet
Modern Sustainability With Cupa Pizarras
Thermoslate®

The conversion of a traditional barn within the
conservation area surrounding Wells Cathedral,
Somerset has benefitted from the installation of CUPA
PIZARRAS’ THERMOSLATE® roof solar collectors. The
new solar system will generate up to 57% of the
occupants’ hot water requirements and save nearly
459kg of carbon emissions per year.
When the owners of the two-storey traditional property
embarked upon a significant renovation scheme,
sustainability was a key priority from the outset. Though
the owners were keen to install a user-friendly solar
energy solution, the system also needed to provide
sufficient hot water for the family across the 350 m2
floor area of the property whilst blending into the
new slate roofing. Likewise, providing a sympathetic
visual continuity with surrounding properties was of
paramount importance.
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The THERMOSLATE®
panels were installed
by contractors
EA Construction,
following the
installation guidance
provided by
CUPA PIZARRAS.
THERMOSLATE®
naturally coheres
with the prevailing
roofing materials on
a slated property; the
CUPA R12 Excellence
slates selected at
Southover were
seamlessly integrated
thanks to their
uniform thickness
and colour match.

Edward McEwan, Director, at EA Construction,
said: “This was the first time we’ve worked with
CUPA PIZARRAS products, but we would definitely
do so again on the right project. The renewable
credentials of THERMOSLATE® would make it
an ideal choice for new builds aiming for energy
certifications and accreditations.”
Upon completion of the roofing work, the project
was turned over to specialist heating engineers
to perform the final connections and adjustments
between the existing systems in the property and
the THERMOSLATE® panels.
Terry Collins, Specification Manager at
CUPA PIZARRAS, said the technology
behind THERMOSLATE® was central
to the project’s success: “Our
calculations take factors such as roof
height, pitch, deviation from South,
and property dimensions – combined
with historical sun data – and calculate
how much energy a specific scheme will
generate.
“The energy used to produce the
THERMOSLATE® panels is lower than that
used to produce a traditional solar panel.
THERMOSLATE® is also light weight which makes
it a better choice for projects such as this with an
original, unstrengthened roof.”
The sustainable credentials of THERMOSLATE®
have resulted in certification under the Solar
Keymark scheme. The system also conforms to
EN 12975 and holds A+ BRE accreditation.
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/thermoslate/
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Enhanced thermal performance
for award-winning service
families’ accommodation

The superior quality of Reflectashield® TF 0.81
breather membrane from the A. Proctor Group
has been installed to ensure a highly efficient
thermal performance for a series of new housing
schemes on Salisbury Plain set to accommodate
service personnel relocating from Germany.
The Defence Infrastructure Organisation
commissioned Lovell with the task of delivering
a total of 917 homes, of which specialist
contractor, Taylor Lane Timber Frame, erected
450 of its timber frame kits.
Reflectashield TF 0.81 is vapour permeable, has
low emissivity and an enhanced foil surface
designed to improve the thermal resistance
of timber and steel frame structures, and is
ideally suited to timber frame construction. It
has significant added thermal benefits to those
offered by traditional breather membranes.
The water-resistant, non-woven polypropylene
foil faced laminate has a unique patented
three-layer composition, providing excellent
breathability, as well as secondary protection
to the building during construction, and
transportation to site. Reflectashield TF 0.81
complies well within the low vapour resistance
requirements set out by BS 4016, TRADA and the
NHBC. www.proctorgroup.com
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Thermoblocks Support CLT Structure In
Passivhaus Primary School Project

9Mm Magply Given ‘Purple Passive’
Treatment For Peckham Properties

The redevelopment of a popular primary school for Central
Bedfordshire Council has included the specification of Marmox
Thermoblocks to tackle the critical issue of thermal bridging
around the building perimeter, as well as beneath crosswalls to the main structure. The £7.7 million expansion and
refurbishment of Thornhill Primary School in Houghton Regis is
being carried out by Ashe Construction to the designs of ECD
Architects.

A development of two and three bedroom
terraced homes on a brownfield site in Peckham,
South London is making use of Magply
boards’ fire resistance and other physical
benefits: receiving a special polymer based,
purple coloured membrane finish to provide
excellent airtightness as part of an ‘Eco-homes’
energy specification. In this instance, the high
performance MgO boards will be overclad with

ECD worked with the quantity surveying team from Keegans
Group to ensure sustainable building materials were identified
so the new facility’s PassivHaus specification would translate
into significant benefits in terms of build quality, thermal
comfort and lower running costs. In the first phase of the build
carried out this year, 204 of the 600mm x 215mm x 100mm
Thermoblocks were supplied, subsequently being installed by
the groundworks sub-contractor, Thamesbridge Construction,
employing the special Marmox sealant for the overlap joints.
Marmox Thermoblocks are available in widths of 100, 140
or 215mm and are formed from sections of XPS (extruded
polystyrene) encapsulating two rows of high strength, epoxy
concrete mini-columns. www.marmox.co.uk

Magply Puts In Strong Performance At
Bat And Ball Community Centre
A comprehensive refurbishment project, addressing
a community centre belonging to Sevenoaks District
Council, is featuring the benefits of Magply boards as
the substrate for a through-coloured render system that
will be exposed to rugged use, as well as the worst
of the Kent weather. Epsom based Surrey Screed &
Renders Ltd. is the specialist sub-contractor applying a
K-Rend system across the Magply boards as well as an
area of insulation panels.
With the roof extending to 23 m in length, the total
parapet is some 160m 2 in area, with another 40m
2 of the 12mm Magply boards having been rendered
to create a bin store at the rear of the building. The
K-Rend system itself comprises a base coat into which
a mesh is set, followed by a primer and then the top
coat finish.
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative
render system, Magply boards are far more moisture
stable than rival products thanks to their modified MgO
formulation that also represents an environmentally
friendly alternative to conventional plywood or OSB
sheets. The production process keeps the chlorine
content to just 0.01 % , enhancing long-term durability,
while Magply boards carry a variety of internationally
recognised accreditations. www.magply.co.uk
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black timber boarding across a batten cavity, with
widths varying from 50-120mm which conceals
the rainwater downpipes draining the homes’
green roofs.
Magply boards carry a range of international
certifications, including KIWA, a BDA Agrement
awarded last year, while their fire performance
has been verified through industry standard tests
at the world renowned Warrington fire research
centre.
Following a number of high profile blazes
on building sites, responsible timber frame
manufacturers have been working to reduce their
systems’ vulnerability to fire and Magply provides
far better performance than plywood or OSB:
offering instant protection rather than requiring
additional layers of plasterboard.
www.magply.co.uk
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Birmingham Building
Consultancy Plays Key
Role In Award-Winning
Project

Pop Up Power Gets
Creative In The Public
Realm At Greenwich
Design District

The courtyards and outdoor public spaces which are a key
dimension to Greenwich Peninsula’s unique new creative
industries quarter will be equipped for flexible use all year round
thanks to installation of 19 in-ground power units from Pop Up
Power Supplies®. The units have been chosen to provide ondemand access to electricity throughout the external spaces
with Greenwich Design District.
This is a cluster of 16 architecturally unique buildings designed
by eight architects over a one-hectare site close to the O2
events arena, which is being developed by Knight Dragon
and will contain workspaces and workshops aimed at creative
companies. The Design District is designed as a “piece of city”,
with a distinctive street grain, architecture, and urban character.
The 16 free-standing buildings are composed around five
courtyards, providing 14,000 sq. m of studio space for makers
in the creative industries. The value of the district’s outdoor
spaces is maximised through the incorporation of on-demand
power connectivity, meeting the goal of providing plenty of
activity at street level as well as being an interesting place to
walk or just hang out.
By installing Pop Up Power Supplies® Slim IGUs (in-ground
units), the Design District’s developers have ensured that any
kind of outdoor event requiring access to power, such as for
a retail stall, an artistic performance or a food fair, can plug-in
easily and safely. The units are submerged into paved areas and
accessed through a flip lid that is recessed to accommodate the
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matching paving, thus being unobtrusive and consistent from a
public realm design perspective.
The flip lids allow for the units to be used with the lids in the
closed/locked position for additional safety and security. And
because the units are positioned close to where users need
them, there is less likelihood of trip hazards as there is no need
to use lengthy trailing cables from nearby buildings.
Each Slim IGU is 250mm deep and manufactured to be robust
using galvanised high grade structural steel plate. The recessed
cover has been tested unfilled to EN124 B125 load classification,
making the units suitable for pedestrian precincts, forecourts
and commercial delivery and parking areas. Slim IGUs are one
option in a range of in-ground units available from Pop Up
Power Supplies® designed to provide a solution for every
requirement.
This includes the PUPS 03, which provides a total power supply
of 63 amps (single or 3 phase incoming supply) and can be
used to supply electricity, water, gas and telephone services,
plus the much larger PUPS02 – 7050 offering 125 amps in a
single supply. www.popuppower.co.uk/in-ground-units.html

Birmingham-based building services consultancy,
Stewarts, played a key role in delivering
the sustainable design which helped Aston
University’s Adrian Cadbury building to win the
Guardian’s prestigious ‘Buildings that Inspire’
award. Replacing the old students union building
constructed in the 1960s, the new facility provides
flexible socialising and learning space comprising
a two-storey, steel-framed construction with
double-height reception, cafe, bar, restaurant,
and full-height glazing maximising the benefits of
natural light.
Stewarts used their specialist expertise in building
service engineering to incorporate a wide range
of green technology within the design, including
Variable Refrigerant Volume (VRV) heat recovery
systems, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and
photovoltaic installations comprising more than
100 solar panels. The company also oversaw the
installation of a Building Management System and
a fully controllable LED lighting solution to enable
maximum energy savings.
Stewarts Associates Director, Simon Delicate,
said: “Our work on the Adrian Cadbury building
began in 2017 and we remained closely involved
throughout the project timeline, regularly attending
site to support the completion of construction in
accordance with our original design drawings.

We were responsible for outlining the brief and
designing the electrical and mechanical systems
through a design and build procurement route
to enable Clegg Construction to price and base a
robust final design and installation which satisfied
the client’s final requirements. “The project typifies
the combination of attributes which Stewarts
seek to deliver through our design solutions,
including ease of operation, cost effective running
and maintenance and, most importantly, reduced
environmental impact."
"We are proud to be associated with this highly
acclaimed building and delighted that our team
was involved in a vital design element which was
a significant factor in the project winning a major
national award.”
Named after Aston University’s Chancellor of 25
years and local chocolatier family member, Sir
Adrian Cadbury, the building is home to over 100
student clubs and societies as well as facilities
which provide prayer and meeting rooms, and
counselling for students on issues relating their
health, wellbeing and academic studies.
www.stewarts.uk.com
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MODERN, FLEXIBLE AND AFFORDABLE GAS FIRES FOR NEW BUILD PROPERTIES
The Global by DRU range of gas fires is an attractive and energy efficient solution offering unrivalled added value to new build
properties.
No chimney – no problem
Conventional or balanced flue options for chimney or no
chimney installation.
Realistic flames
DRU burner technology delivers high, realistic flames with
easy remote control.
Cavity wall option
This model fits neatly inside the wall cavity, finished off by a
slimline fire surround.

Choice of sizes, shapes and interior finishes
The fires range from 55 to 120 cms wide with classic,
letterbox, 2-sided and 3-sided options and black, mirrored
Ceraglass and classic stone interiors.
High energy efficiency
With efficiency standards from 77 to 92%, Global by DRU
gas fires will enhance the energy ratings of all new build
properties.
DRU has over 200 approved dealers
throughout the UK and a national technical
support team. To book a consultation email:
info@drufire.co.uk or call 0161 793 8700.

DRUFIRE.COM

